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One of tiie principal reasons for creating the Department of Defense,
in 19^7, was to reduce defense costs through tiie elimination of duplication
in tiie supply systems of tiie military services. Since tirat time a number
of steps iiave been taken to consolidate and integrate supply functions.
One of tiie first and fundamental steps in that direction was the development
of tiie Federal Catalog System. Since its inception the Federal Catalog has
served as the connecting link betveen the various integrated managecsent pro-
grams within the Department of Defense. In this capacity it has become one
of tne most important information systems in the Department.
The importance of the system has not been generally recognized, how-
ever, and there is considerable confusion as to its objectives, accomplish-
ments, and deficiencies. This situation has impared tiie ability of Defense
Department Officials to evaluate its effectiveness, and potential for the
future. The review and analysis of the Federal Catalog System contained
herein was undertaken in order to dispel some of this confusion.
A complete treatment of the subject would require several volumes.
The scope of this review and analysis xias, therefore, been strictly delim-
ited to include only areas which provide information as to the need for tiie
system, its purpose, and the effectiveness of its operations.
ii

To this end, Chapter I reviews the History of cataloging in the
Federal Government and its importance in logistics operations. Cnapter II
explains the concepts, principles and procedures under which the Federal
Catalog System operates, while Chapter III examines the effectiveness of
these procedures in today's military environment* Chapter IV contains
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Webster defined cataloging simply as a systematic listing of things-
such as names, book titles, articles of stock, etc.. This definition is so
general and all encompassing t^jat it has come to mean many tilings to many
people. To tne man on the street txie word catalog brings to mind the Sears
Roebuck or Montgomery Ward mail order merchandise. To tue librarian it
means a cord index of books. To the college or university professor it is
an official publication of courses of instruction. To the switchboard
operator it is the local telephone directory* To the garage man it is the
automobile manufacturer's spare parts list.
The examples of this type which come to mind are almost limitless,
and this in itself clearly demonstrates tae fact that there can be as many
different kinds of catalogs as there are different reasons for cataloging
things. It also points out that cataloging is a very common and highly
useful technique in today's complex society.
It is not surprising, therefore, that tne Federal Government, the
most complex organization in our modern society, operates a cataloging pro-
gram wnich is the largest and most complex ever undertaken in history.
This program, known as the Federal Catalog System, covers 3.5 million separ-
ate items used by the military and various agencies within the Federal
Government and is approximately thirty times larger than the Sears Roebuck
catalog which contains only about 100,000 items. 1
^"Catalog or Chaos'//' The Quartermaster Review Supplement, (1^59), p»l.
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This Federal Catalog, System requires for its operation the combined
efforts of more tiian 4,000 persons located at approximately 50 different
activities within trie military and civilian agencies of the Government.
These large numbers of people are necessary because the system is not a
static activity but a dynamic one. Approximately 600,000 nev items are
submitted each year for possible inclusion in the system. In recent years,
the system has been increasing at a rate of 200,000 items a year through tne
addition of about 500,000 new items and the deletion of about 300,000 unnec-
essary ones. Approximately 7.7 million items have been cataloged since the
inception of the program in I952 and presently more than 20 million differ-
ent bits of information are maintained in the system 1 s toaster catalog files.
The cumulative cost of the system, since its inception in 1952, has
been approximately kjjO million dollars. The average annual cost for the
last several .years lias been averaging about $27*5 millions.
Tne system was established by a special act of Congress, and nas had
the personal interest of every President since Franklin Roosevelt and of
every Secretary of Defense since James Forrestal.
From these statistics there can be little doubt that the Federal Cata-
log System is a program of the first magnitude even ixi a government where
very large programs are the rule ratner than the exception, fiver since its
inception, however, the System lias been highly controversial. Tiiere are
those that claim that it was obsolete when it was implemented, and repre-
sents an unnecessary burden to the taxpayers and therefore cannot be made
nJ.S. Comptroller General, Report to the Congress of the United States
on the Ineffective Utilisation of Supply Items Resulting from Deficiencies
in the Federal Catalog System within, the Department of Defense , Report No.
B-146T7<3, May 31, 1963, pp. 3-4. Cited hereafter as GA0 Report on Federal
Catalog System, (1963).
2Ibid
. , p. k.
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responsive to the rapidly changing teciinological needs of military services
without complete and costly revision, Otners argue that it is tlie bed rock
supporting our entire defense effort and can be continued in its present
1
form with only minor revisions.
The validity of these arguments are of particular significance today
because the Department of Defense, in response to criticism from Congress,
the General Accounting Office and elements witnin tue military departments
tnewseives, uas recently proposed tne implementation of some very extensive
2
and costly modifications to tue present system. Since that cost would have
to be financed by the Military Services over the next several years, tne
question of the effectiveness of the present system i*as become one of con-
siderable interest.
It is not the intent of this paper to answer the question of whether
the Federal Cataloging System is the boon to or the doom of military logis-
tics, but merely to explore, as objectively as possible, the existing pro-
gram in the hope of increasing knowledge of its objectives, shortcomings and
accomplisiuuents. This hope is predicated on the premise taat understanding
follows knowledge and progress follows understanding*
Ho worth while review of the present cataloging system is possible,
nowever, until some background knowledge nas been gleaned as to its basic
nature and the rationale which predicated its establishment. Wnat, taen, is
the Federal Catalo^in^ System? Wiiat does it do? Wiiat were tne reasons for
its development? Tne answers to these three questions can be found by exam-
ining tne objectives of the System, its application to military operations,
and its historical development witnin tne Federal Government.
^Catalog or Chaos?, Op. cit
., p. 1.
p
U.S. Department of Defense, the Defense Logistics Services Center,




It is difficult to describe the objectives of tae Federal Cataloging
System precisely, for like trie logistics organization that it serves, it is
a complex and cany-faceted tain^. As ennunciated by Congress during tae
hearings on the Defense Cataloging and Standardization Act, it was intended
that tne System do three things: First and foremost, it was to provide a
single and central cataloging system whicn would list, just once, each mova-
ble thing (i#e. each item of tangible personal property) which i6 procured,
stored or issued on a repetitive basis by any organization in the Department
of Defense or in Civil Agencies of the Government. Second, it was to iden-
tify each item in such a way that it could be readily distinguishable from
all other items. Third, it was to include such additional information
regarding each item as was considered necessary for its proper management in
the various supply systems of the Government.
In essence, then, the primary objective of the System is to provide a
single language of item identification to be used by all elements of the
Federal Government. The result of adopting this common language of item
identification is that tue same item will be known by the same name, stock
number, description, etc., no matter wnere it may be located in the various
supply systems.
^U.S. Senate, Committee on the Armed Services, Hearing on the Defense





Proper item identification is a fundamental prerequisite to improved
efficiency in supply Management operations. For instance, the use of a
single identification language promotes:
1. Effective coordination in procurement through elimination of
concurrent "buying and selling of the same items and through the reduction of
agency competition for critical items in the national economy.
2. Effective utilization of assets by facilitating supply sup-
port interchange between and among the military services and operating agen-
cies.
3. Reduction of record keeping, personnel, storage space, and
in some cases, inventories where items are found to be identical in a single
system.
k. Increased standardization decisions by revealing toe differ-
ent varieties, types, and sizes of items in the supply systems.
5* Employment of uniform financial accounting systems.
6. Improved material requirements determinations and budgeting
through more effective knowledge of total items stocked in the supply
systems.
7. Improved government-industry relations since civilian con-
tractors will use only one identification system for the Federal Government
instead of many unrelated systems.
3. Improved surplus and excess material disposal operations by
having a uniform identification on each item.
From the foregoing, it can be seen that the potential area of applica-
tions of the Federal Catalog System to logistics management covers tlie
entire spectrum of operations from procurement through disposal. In this
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respect it would be used to improve efficiency in those operations and
increase interdepartmental cooperation in tne Government*
History
It may appear, at this point, that the Catalog System was the step-
child of Congress which sprang, full-grown, from the minds of a few of the
more enlightened individuals in that organization. Notiiing could be farther
from the truth. For, like any other complex system, it grew slowly over
a period of years and Congress merely provided its Bar Mitzvah in 1952 with
the passing of the Defense Cataloging Standardization Act. how, then, did
it grow and w.riat was tne nature of tlie environment in which it matured?
Tue history of governmental logistics in this country centers around
military supply and dates back to the Revolutionary War. The supply pro-
blems, wers, however, not extensive or highly complicated. In those days,
men brought their own uniforms, firearms and norses wnen they joined tne
service and also took care of other personal needs themselves. Thus, tne
conditions tixat would require a cataloging system did not exist. In 1820,
wnen Eli Whitney establisned nis firearms factory and started mass produc-
tion techniques, spare parts first became a problem to the military. The
problem that did exist after that date, however, was limited mainly to fire-
arms and tnis situation prevailed tnrout^hout the Civil War. It was not
\uxtil the Spanisu-American War, in 1&9&, that supply problems becarije com-
plicated and acute. For the first time, sizable American Armies were figat-
ing on foreign soil, separated from the United States by vast stretches of
water. The administrative and supply systems of tne War Department were
overwhelmed by the unexpected and heavy demands placed upon it and to a
"Xatalog or Chaos?, op. clt ., p. 2
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considerable extent broke down. Problems of supply became acute, transpor-
tation was inadequate, and much confusion resulted* The need for adequate
identification and marking of supplies, equipment and spare parts was
clearly demonstrated. However, the early collapse of the Spanish military
organization brought the War to a rapid conclusion and thus forestalled the
development by the United States of r^cessary supply identification tech-
niques.
In World War I, the need for a uniform catalog system and adequate
identification of military supplies again became clear. While tremendous
efforts were made to keep the supply pipelines full, frequently, only minor
quantities reached the ultimate consumer. The parts problem in particular,
was frustrating. A large number of trucks, passenger cars, and motorcycles
were used, with the Army alone purchasing 216 different vehicle types or
models. Since interchangability of repair parts was rare, it required
approximately 450,000 different parts to maintain the 216 types of vehicles.
Without an adequate identification or cataloging system, the parts often
went astray and it has been estimated that only about 20$ of the ^50,000
2
parts ever reached their final destination.
The Navy, on the other nand, in IfAfc had established a "Wavy Depart-
ment Standard Stock Catalog." This catalog included all items which were
generally used by ships and manufacturing departments at navy yards. The
success of the Kavy *s catalog, during World War I, motivated the Chief
Coordinator for General Supply of tiie Federal Services to initiate action
to incorporate a similar system for all agencies of the Government. In
response to his recommendations, Congress in 1^29, authorized a Federal
•^Tbid., p. 3
2Ibid . , p. 3
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Standard Stock Catalog to be adopted by tiie Federal Agencies. The autuori-
zation was contained In the Naval Supply Bill of that „ear. In compliance
with this authorization, the Bureau of tiie Budget directed the preparation
of the catalog by the Federal Standard Stock Catalog Board, as part of the
Federal Coordinating Service. In 1933* upon establisxanent of the Procure-
ment Division of the Treasury Department, maintenance of the Federal Stan-
dard Stock Catalog was transferred to that organization. At the same time
the Federal Coordinating Service was abolished.
Regulations governing the operations of the Treasury Departments
Procurement Division included the following guidelines concerning the
Federal Standard Stock Catalog:
1. Under the general direction of the Director of Procurement,
tne Assistant Director shall determine the articles to be listed and toe
data to be included in the Federal Standard Stock Catalog.
2. The head of each executive department concerned will be
requested to report any articles which such department desires to be listed
in the Catalog.
3. After the approval of tiie Director of Procurement, tne sec-
tions of the Catalog shall be binding upon and govern all executive depart-
ments, and the catalog nomenclature, description, classification, and stock
numbers shall be used in all interdepartmental work and correspondence per*-
taining to items of supply.
4. The Federal Standard Stock Catalog slall continue to be
published, distributed, and financed in accordance with existing law.
Tfeuiitions Board and General Services Administration, Joint Report To
Congress on the Federal Catalog Program, August, 1950, p. 11: Cited here-




Though this would, appear to iiave been a strong operating cliarter, in
actual practice the use of the Federal Catalog by tije Eisecutlve Departments
was rather limited. This limited use was because of the lack of complete
coverage of the Catalog which included only those items that tae agencies
themselves requested to be included in the system. For example, after tae
elimination of duplicate entries, there were only 230,000 items included in
the Catalog as compared to an estimate of some 5*300,000 used by all agen-
cies of the Federal Government* In addition, the use of the Catalog was
limited to tiiose agencies that found it practicable to adopt the uniform sys-
tem. Prior to World War II, only a relatively few agencies had found it
practicable to participate in the system. Even in the Armed Forces, where
the need for such a Catalog would appear most critical, the extent of parti-
cipation left much to be desired.
This situation in the military was created by the fact that in the
interim between the World Wars the Services had been greatly reduced in
siae, and geographic dispersion. The need for maintaining long supply lines
and large quantities of equipment had therefore been reduced to a point
where the necessity for a standard Cataloging System was no longer consid-
ered critical.
The advent of World War II, however, drastically altered this situa-
tion. The pre-war supply systems were completely unable to cope with the
rapid cuanges in tne state of the art of warfare such as amphibious opera-
tions and increased use of air power. Technological advances provided an
^"Technical Identification Elements of Supply Cataloging,'* mCk ?fews-
letter, Vol. I, Kb. 2, (Munitions Board Cataloging Agency, September 25,
1950) pp. 1-2, cited hereafter as MBCA newsletter, (September 25, 1950).
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enormous influx of new items into the supply systems of the Services.1 T
Standard Scock Catalog was not geared to permit the rapid inclusion of taese
new items into its system* It was, therefore, abandoned by the various mil-
itary logistics agencies such as the Army's Seven Teeimical Services, and
the Navy's Six Tecnnical Bureaus. These organizations developed their own
identification and stock numbering systems. The pressures of wartime con-
ditions made it difficult for eacn to properly coordinate its system with
those of the other agencies. As a result, tiiere were multitudinous systems
and procedures varied with each system. Duplication was common and many
shortages which appeared to exist were not true ones at all. Tais resulted
from tne fact tnat identical items in tne various systems, were not recog-
nizable because of tne different identification and cataloging teconiques
p
employed.
Tne supply systems were the products of wartime pressures and concen-
tration was on the procurement and distribution of great irasses of equipment
rather than on tne establishment of effective supply programs. The guiding
concept of the Services appears to aave been, "As muca as possible, as
quickly as possible, in as many places as possible." Tne fact that the
practice of tnis idea was able to carry the country to ultimate victory is a
tribute to America's phenomenal production capabilities rather tiian to any-
advanced supply management techniques. This victory, however, was made tre-
mendously more difficult by the absence of an adequate system of item-
identification.
^U.S. Department of Defense, Office of tue Assistant Secretary of





In 19U4, Griffennagen and Associates, a firm of Industrial Consul-
tants, engaged by tne Army to wake a coraprenensive study of tne cataloging
problem, reported tnat there were numerous and unintegrated segments of
systems witn many gaps and overlaps. It also stated tiuvt a single system of
item identification would xaave saved the Army hundreds of millions of dol-
lars, and possibly thousands of lives.
^
In 19^5, President Roosevelt, recognizing toe danger innerent in this
situation, directed tnat the Bureau of tne Budget undertake tne preparation
and maintenance of a United States Standard Commodity Catalog. All catalog-
ing systems then in operation in the Federal Government were to be utilized
to tne extent tiiat tiiey conformed to the Standard Catalog. In July, 19**6, a
special Catalog Board established in compliance with the Presidents direc-
tive, submitted a plan for a Uniform Federal Catalog System. The plan was
reviewed by President Truman who reaffirmed the interest of tne Chief Execu-
tive in the project and directed that furtl*er studies be continued. Shortly
tnereafter, tne Treasury Department, stimulated by the President* s interest,
renewed its efforts towards establishing an effective cataloging program. A
snail working group was established in tne Bureau of Federal Supply (for-
merly the Procurement Division) to develop plans for tne new system. In
this endeavor they were largely supported by the War and Navy Departments.
Progress was, nowever, very slow since there was, then, a lack of funds in
2
the Treasury Department to support the program.
By 19^7, toe Secretaries of War and Kavy had become concerned witn
this lack of progress. Tliey therefore advised tne Bureau of the Budget and
T© and GSA Joint Report on Federal Catalog Program, op. cit ., p. 15.
p
MB and GSA Joint Report on Federal Catalog Program, op. cit., p. 10.
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t:ie Treasury Department of the urgent need for suen a system in the Armed
Forces. They requested that funds be provided for the activation of a Fed-
eral Catalog System in which tae military could participate, Tae Treasury
Department, in turn, requested a deficiency appropriation for i.ljk6 to sup-
port t,ie establishment of an adequate central cataloging staff. Congress,
however, denied tlie request until such time as a better coordinated plan for
a uniform Federal Catalog System could be submitted by the Executive Depart-
ments concerned.
In the face of this farther delay the Military Departments determined
to take independent action. On July 3* 19^7 » the Munitions Board, an agency
of the Armed Services, created an office to make a continuing study of all
cataloging operations, and to implement the establishment of a Joint Service
cataloging system. With the creation of the Department of Defense later
that year, tne cataloging functions of tiie Army-Wavy Munitions Board were
transferred to the Munitions Board Cataloging Agency. This agency operated
outside the military departments but within the Department of Defense. The
transfer was motivated by the recognition toat tiie Department of Defense
needed a single item identification system on which to build a coordinated,
inter-service supply system. This feeling was clearly expressed by the
first Secretary of Defense, tiie late James Forrestal, who in May, 19^8,
called to trie attention of the Secretaries of tiie Army, Havy and Air Force,
tne importance of tiie Munitions Boards cataloging program, and stated:
"mB and GSA Joint Report on Federal Catalog Program, op. cit ., p. 13.
2MBCA newsletter, Vol. I, Ko. 2, (September 25, 1950), op. cit . a p. h.
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"•••••. .When the project nas been advanced sufficiently, eacn
supply system of the services will select for its own use, sucii
categories of items from the central pool as it needs to meet its
own purposes, and publish these in such a form as will best furtaer
its purposes, but individual items will bear tiie same characteriza-
tion in every catalog segment thus prepared and used."
Though this was essentially a military effort, coordination between
the military Services and civilian agencies was not discontinued. In June
of 19lt3 an agreement was signed between the Chairman of tiie i^raitians Board
and the Director of the Federal Supply Service, In essence , this agreement
said: (l) that a Federal Supply Catalog System must be developed for all
igencies of the Federal Government; (2) that tiie nation* s security required
that a single cataloging system in the Deportment of Defease be established
as rapidly as possible; (3) that tiie Interests of tiie Federal Government
could best be served through close cooperation and woricing contacts between
tiie cataloging activities of tiie civil and military agencies; and (k) that
both the Munitions Board and tiie Federal Supply Service would continue to
support legislation for tiie establishment of a Federal Cataloging Program.
Tixis coordination between tiie military and civilian agencies was
strongly supported by tiie Commission on Organisation of tiie Executive Branch
of the Government (Hoover Commission). In its February, 19^9, report, the
Commission pointed out the need for a single Government Cataloging System
2
and further stated:
^MB and GSA Joint Report on Federal Catalog Program, op. cit
.,, pp. 20-
22.
*The Commission on tiie Organization of tiie Executive Branch of tue
Government, Report to the Congress on the Office of General Services,
(February 12, 19^9), p. 32. Hereafter cited as Hoover Commission Report on
the Office of General Services, (February 12, 19^9).
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"Since the recent war, the national military establishment aas made
some progress toward a coordinated system of property identification
and the Bureau of Federal Supply is now cooperating in this endeavor.
Nevertheless, a declaration of congressional policy insisting upon a
Federal Comaodity Catalog is necessary to insure conformity of some of
the old-line civilian agencies and to Insure continued military
civilian cooperation."
Congressional action took place in the spring of 19^9 when the dijst
Congress enacted legislation which required that the Administrator of Gen-
eral Services establish and maintain a uniform Federal Catalog System waich
would identify and classify material under control of the ifederal Agencies.
This system was to be established in coordination with tae Department of
Defense. Further congressional action was taken in February, 1950* when a
joint Senate-House Kesoiution was passed waic.i stated that the development
of a single Supply Catalog System for all agencies in the Federal Government
was of vital necessity to the national security and the civilian economy.
It expressed tlie sen3e of the Congress taat the isecrotory of Defense and the
Administrator of General Services snoold expedite tn& development of a coor-
dinated plan for the completion of tae Federal Catalog System.^
in response to this resolution and in view of tae Department of De-
fense's predominant interest in the system, tae Administrator oi General
Services delegated to tae Secretary of Defense the authority for all cata-
log development. This authority was in turn immediately redelegated to ttaf
Chairman of the Munitions Board.
-HJ.S. Senate, Hearing on the Defense Cataloging and Standardization
Act, (June 3-4, I952) op. cit., p. 51
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By 1952, Congress, having becaae dissatisfied with the slov progress
in implementing the Federal Program, passed, after extensive uearing on the
subject, toe Defense Cataloging and Standardization Act whicti provided
statutory basis for establishment of a single catalog system for tae Federal
Government. This Act established the Defense Supply Management Agency,
under the Secretary of Defense, and charged it vith the responsibility of
developing and coordinating a central cataloging system with the General
Services Administration.
In 1953, the Defense Supply Management Agency was abolished \»y Presi-
dent Eisenhower's reorganization plan of that year and responsibility for
administration of the catalog program was passed to the newly created Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Supply and Logistics (OASD
(S&L)).
2
Under the stimulus provided by Congress in the Cataloging and Stan*
dardization Act and with the energetic support of the OASD (SoL) tie pro-
gram made significant advances. An organizational structure was established
in the Department of Defense to insure proper implementation of the system
and its continuous maintenance. Operating procedures were developed and
coordinated among tiie participating activities. The various phases of con-
version from the local systems to the central system were arranged in
sequence and schedules promulgated. All items then in use in the various
supply systems were redeecribed in accordance with the Federal Catalog Sys-
tem rules and procedures. The old systems were then converted to the new
Federal System.
ty.S. Congress, Cataloging and Standardization Act, Public Law 436,
82d. Cong., 2d. Sess., (l9$2), pp. 2-3
^Catalog or Chaos?, op. cit. , p. 5.
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Conversion of all systems within the Department of Defense was sub-
stantially completed b;y the end of I958. 1 Lack of funds in civilian agen-
cies of the government, however, greatly nampered titeir participation in
the program, and to date, only a relative few have completed conversion.
The last significant modification to the system took place in I96I
when authority for overall administration of the prot *am was transferred to
the newly established Defense Supply Agency, (DBA).
This cnapter attempted to develop certain introductory inf©rwation
concerning the nature of the Federal Catalog System. In brief, it was shown
that the need for a uniform cataloging system in the Federal Government grew
as the logistics requirements of tae Government became more complex and
demanding. In recognition of tliis need, particularly in trie military area,
the 82st Congress passed the Defense Cataloging and Standardisation Act of
1952. Tiiis legislation established the Federal Catalog System, as we know
it today, in tijte hope of increasing milit' ~y effectiveness, aiding the
national economy, and promoting greater efficiency in logistics operations.
Tiie mission of trie System is to develop, establish and maintain a
single uniform item identification system in the Federal Government. It
applies to all items of personal property which are repetitively procured,
stocked and issued in the supply systems of the military services and civil
agencies. The manager and by far the predominant user of the system is the
Department of Defense. Coordination with the civil agencies is carried out
tlarough tiie General Services Administration.
"^Catalog or Chaos?, op. clt., p. 6.
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Under the Cataloging and Standardization Act tne Secretary of Defense
is responsible for accomplishing tiie developjaent and roaintenance of a single
catalog systeta witiiin tije Military departments. In order to carry cut taia
assigned task it was necessary to establish an organization, develop tvje
necessary procedures, divide the Job into worteble serpents, and assign the
responsibility to tuoae who were best able to accomplish each Job.
The importance of fcie organisational structure, responsibility assign-
ments, and operating procedures developed by the Secretary of Defense in
inpleasenting the System cannot be overstated* The success or failure of any
dynamic program hinges on VM effectiveness of the organisation and tae
roles by which it is administered. The Federal Catalog System ie no excep-
tion. Therefore, the next chapter in this review will examine those aspects




Responsibility for the Federal Catalog System rests at txiree different
organizational levels within trie Federal Government* At ti«e first level,
the Secretary of Defense is responsible for its overall administration. At
the next level are tiie Military Departments and tne federal Supply Service
of the General Services Administration which represents tiie Civilian Agen-
cies* These organizations are ciiarged with individual, departmental direc-
tion control and coordination* At the third level are tiie cataloging
offices of tiie various departments and agencies where the actual item iden-
tification work is performed*
Since the Department of Defense is the primary manager of and major
contributor to tiie System this chapter will focus on its administration*
Responsibilities
Within tiie Department of Defense, tiie Office of Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Installations and Logistics is responsible for overall adminis-
tration of tiie Federal Catalog System, and for final approval of all cata-
loging plans, policies and programs. This office insures Department of
Defense participation witn tiie General Services Administration, interna-
tional agencies, and industry on all cataloging matters*
The Defense Supply Agency administers tiie operations of the Federal
Catalog System in accordance with tiie policies, plans and programs provided
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by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, including development,
reviev approval and control of the operational cataloging procedures, and
xmles for the Federal System*
Tae Military Departments coordinate operations and monitor compliance
vith the policies, procedures and schedules established by the Office of the
Assistant Secretly of Defense and by the Defense Supply Agency.
The Defense Supply Centers and the militajy inventor;/ control points,
are in turn, responsible for performing the actual day-to-day cataloging
work in accordance vith the policies and procedures promulgated by higher
authority. In their capacity as supply system managers, they deal directly
with an organization called Defense Logistics Services Center on all routine
cataloging matters* The Defense Logistics Services Center is a field acti-
vity of tije Defense Supply Agency and conducts the overall cataloging pro-
gram in the Department of Defense* The Defense Logistics Services Center is
responsible for the central processing of item identifications submitted by
the services, assigning stock numbers to supply items, and maintaining the
complete master files of all identification data* The Defense Logistics
Services Center employs several hundred people for its cataloging activities
and deals directly vith some 50 military cataloging offices tliat employ over
4,000 individuals.2
Procedures and instructions are developed, or at least approved and
coordinated, at the Department of Defense level, then promulgated to field
activities tiirough the publication of Federal Cataloging manuals and
^U.S. Department of Defense, Office of toe Assistant Secretary of
Installations and Logistics. POD Directive 4l3Q*23 Subj: Development, Main-
tenance and Utilization of the Federal Catalog System in the Department of
Defense, (December h, I963). pp. 2-3




handbooks. Appendix A contains a brief description of eacii of these publi-
cations*
Daring toe initial piiases of implejnentation toe military and civilian
officials cnarged with designing toe Federal Cataiou System closely studied
toe 17 cataloging systems wiiic.i then existed xn toe Department of Defense
«
i
It was found toat, toouga metoods in eacu system were different, basic prin-
ciples of cataloging were essentially toe same. Review and identification
indicated toat they would be equally valid for use in the Federal System.
Principles of Cataloging
All military cataloging consists of toe processes of item identifica-
tion, commodity classification, stock numbering and data communication.
In regard to item identification, technical research is toe basis for
determining each different item of supply. Tne concept (toe understanding,
idea, etc.) of an item of supply is expressed in toe identification process.
A proper item identification must contain at least toe minimum teciinical
data necessary to establisu clearly toose essential characteristics, whia
give to it its unique quality, make it what it is, and differentiate between
it and otoer items of supply in toe system.
An item of supply is distinguished by two basic characteristics } phy-
sical and performance. Generally, toese characteristics can only be dis-
closed timolol a technical evaluation whicn identifies toe item under a
generic name and describes it in detail.
3
tDaxc Commission on Organization of the Executive 3ra»cu of toe Govern-
ment, ffask Force Report on toe Federal Supply System, Appendix B., (January
13* 1^9) P- 94
WBCA Newsletter, (September 25, 1^50), op. cit . , p. I.
•^U.S. Department of Defense, Defense Supply Agency, An Introduction to
the Federal Catalog System (August, 1^64) pp. 3-4.
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Tne name given is highly important because it establishes identity and
aids classification. A named item should be so definitive tiat it answers
the question, "Wnat is it?" Considerable study is therefore necessary to
find a proper name to identify an item or group of items having tie same
Characteristics •
The basic name given an item is used to determine «ae broadest scope
of characteristics wnica a group of items may have in common." For example,
"camera" denotes all iteiiiS used to record images on light-sensitive mater-
ial. The definitive item name, on the other hand, must include sufficient
information to distinguish between various types of tilings included in
basic name. For example, the item name "camera, still picture," distin-
guishes this particular type of camera from ail motion picture cameras.
Because many English nouns iiave more than one meaning the basic name cannot
be fully understood until modifiers are applied. Modifiers added in devel-
oping the full item name will reveal characteristics that indicate wiiat it
is.
Anotner peculiarity of the English language is that it is full of
synonyms. Extreme care must therefore be exercised in the selection of the
item name in order to avoid confusion and ambiguity. In cataloging, it is
necessary to examine the meanings of words carefully and to select tue one
most appropriate to the item being described. At the same time, considera-
tion must be given to tiie practices of industry in naming such items so
that the one caosen will not complicate supply operations.
Describing the unique characteristics of toe item of supply is tiie
second step in the process of establishing an item identification. When an
hfBCA Newsletter, (September 25, 1950), op. cit., p. 2.
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item can be described thit it usually done directly by usin^. words to depict
its essential characteristics sucn as material composition, dimensions, and
performi^ice capabilities. W.ien it is not possible and/or practical to
•eiploy word description, reference to item-identify-. bers and support-
ing tec;mical data sucn as manufacturers blue prints, specifications, parts
numbers, etc., are usually cited. 1
The descriptive method of identification usually requix-es tne use of
uniform item names and description patterns. Stall description pattern is a
guide by which item identifications are written and is a necessary tool for
tiie development of adequate descriptions. A specific description pattern
contains a series of requirements regarding tecrjaical characteristics of the
p
item of supply covered by an approved name. Replies to t^ese requirements
result in a statement of the characteristics of tiie item of supply. This
statement is, tnen, the item identification.
The reference method of identification is an indirect process of iden-
tifying items of supply, not by words but by refei-ence to itera-identifying
numbers and supporting teciinical data of one or more manufacturers.
A cataloging system may use either the descriptive method, the refer-
ence metnod or a combination of botn in the process of preparing item iden-
tifications •
Having established tiie uniqueness of an item of supply through tie
item identification, wiiich includes tiie name and explicit identificatio.
data, it is then necessary to classify t.ie item by its related timilj
"Hl.S. Department of Defense, tiie Armed Forces Supply Support Center,
Federal Manual for Supply Cataloging Ciiapter 2, Item Identification, (July,
l>£l), Sec.210-2
2
*©CA newsletter, (September 25, 1950), og» cit ., p. 2
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grouping or application. 1 This is done 30 taat similar items can be brought
togetaer under one general neading for administration purposes. For example,
"camera, still picture" would be classified under toe family grouping,
Piiotograpiiic Equipment. Tiie objective of a system of classification is to
provide a means of dividing tae total inventory of items into related seg-
ments so that management responsibilities can be assigned on a specialised
basis. A classification system is also nelpful in presenting the items in
logical sequence for use in printed consumer catalogs.
Once an item nas been identified and classified, action saould be
taken to insure its identity is fixed and its relationship to other items
in the system established. This action can be accomplished by toe assign-
ment of an identification or stock number to tae item. This number must be
so constructed tnat it does not duplicate any otuer number in tne system
2
whica may designate a different item of supply*
The need for such an identification number exists, in varying degrees,
in all cataloging systems but it is absolutely essential in the more compli-
cated and sopaisticated systems where electronic dVia processing, requisi-
tioning or printed catalogs are in use.
Since the main purpose of any military cataloging program is to pro-
vide the supply system with a tool for facilitating operations, some sort of
conraunication is necessary between tae cataloger and the supply manager*
Separate the two principals geographically, and multiply their number by the
thousands, and it becomes obvious that the system that is needed is a com-
plex and comprehensive one. Therefore, any military cataloging system must
contain detailed procedures for publication and transmission of -.a,ta»
^MBCA Newsletter, (September 2£, 1950), op. eit ., p. o.
p
Defense Supply Agency, An Int
(August, 1961*), op. cit.j pp. 11-12.
roduction to the Federal Catalog System^
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The term, "item of supply," has been used frequently in tills discussion
of catalo- in±i principles* The term is more complicated tlian might appear on
the surface and requires some further clarification* It is concerned with
the relationship between items as they are produced by a manufacturer and
items as they are stocked and managed in military supply systems*
The term "item of supply." refers to items as they are stocked in sup-
ply systems and "item of production," refers to those produced by a manufac-
turer. An item of production consists of pieces produced by a manufacturer,
all of which conform to the same engineering drawings or specifications, and
which receive like quality control and inspection* In other words, it is an
item as manufactured in accordance with the technical control of the manu-
facturer* On the other hand, the item of supply reflected in an item iden-
tification, is determined by the operational and supply support zeeponsibii-
i
ities of each supply system*
Within the tolerances established by the item identification, an item
of supply may be a single item of production, two or more items which are
interchangeable, or a more precise, quality-controlled item than the usual
one* This means that a single item of production, from a single manufac-
turer, may be an item of supply and have assigned to it a single item iden-
tification* It also means that one or more items of production from one or
more manufacturers may constitute an item of supply and have a single item
identification* It means, too, that a more precise item of production, such
as a close-tolerance item, selected from a normal production run, may be an
item of supply having its own stock number while the normal item of produc-
tion, from the balance of the run, may also be an item of supply having
^J*S. Department of Defense, the Armed Forces Supply Support Center.
The Federal Catalog System in the Department of Defense 3 (September, 1959;
,
part I, p* 1^16*
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anotiier stock number. Various operational requirements la different supply
systems may cause an item of production to be inciud<2d validly in more than
one item of supply.
Tnis relationship between items-of-supply and itea3-of-production Is
generally knovn as the "item of supply concept.'' It is fundamental to
industrial operations, The interchange and substitution of parts and
related stock management based on their use, is a normal part of aimost any
enterprise. Inventory management and therefore any catalog system must
identify only items of supply.
A reviev of procedures governing the operations of the Federal Catalog
System clearly shows the application of the principles and concepts discussed
heretofore.
Federal Catalog Design
A single name is established for each item of supply in the system and
commercial names are used where uniform ones exist in industry or vhex^e
industry has agreed to uniformity. Approximately 21,000 uniform names are
currently in use in the Federal System. These are called "approved item
names"' and are published, together with their definitions, in the federal
Item Identification Guide for Supply Cataloging. This guide also lists
36,000 other names, including those used by industry* which are cress-
referenced to the approved names.2 The Federal Catalog System, therefore,
in addition to establisiiing uniform names in the military supply systems,
bridges the gap in language between government and industry.
1Ibid., p. 14.
2Fcderal Manual for Supply Cataloging, Chapter 2, "Item Identification,"
(July I961), op. cit., Subsection 221.
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In the preparation of the identification data for an item of supply,
the Federal Catalog System uses two basic methods of iteo* identification:
descriptive and reference.
In the descriptive method, all item descriptions ore written in
accordance with approved patterns. Each item name so approved for use in
this method, is referenced to a specific pattern. Completed description
patterns are called Federal Item Identifications and are published on indi-
vidual cards. Description patterns are numbered sequentially' beginning with
D P Ho. 1. The letter B following the number indicates the first revision
of the pattern. Over 12,000 description patterns have been developed for
use in the Federal Catalog System** Figure 1 contains a typical example of
a completed description pattern.
As an additional tool the Federal System employs illustrations and
drawings to represent pictorial characteristics of items of supply that
cannot be presented in words, such as specific shape, angle, siae, etc,.
Tliese are called reference drawings and over 7,000 are in use.2
The reference method of item identification is used principally for
parts peculiar to proprietary items, special application items or others
which cannot be economically identified by the descriptive method. This
method is based upon reference to the manufacturer's data which includes
his address (coded) and his Identifying number or numbers for the item
being identified. The manufacturer^ number for the item is supported by
his blue-prints, specifications, and methods of manufacture and is
-^Federal Manual for Supply Cataloging, Cliapter 2, "Item Identifica-
tion," (July 1961), op. cit., Subsection 236.
T)efense Supply Agency, An Introduction to the Federal Catalog System,





















































considered to be the most authoritative identification available. Reference
method identifications are published and distributed as punched .Electronic
Accounting Machine Cards. Figure 2 contains an example of these SAM cards.
In order to provide fuii protection for ail items of supply as veil as
the required decree of identification, tae Mtattl Caxaiog System employs
five types of item identifications under the two ba3ic methods of identifi-
cation. "
The descriptive method encompasses the following three types:
Type I . Used for items of supply representing single or multi-
pie items of production, de3cribable by words or numbers, and where neiuier
the manufacturer nor ais part number aie required as an integral part of
Hie identification.
Type IA . Used for items of supply representing a single, speci-
fic item of production, describable by words or numerals, but where the man-
ufacturer or iiis part number are necessary elements of the item identifica-
tion.
Type IB . Used for items of supply representing a single, speci-
fic item of production, describable by words or numerals, and Wiiere the
manufacturer and his part number are necessary elements to the item identi-
fication. In this case, however, the manufacturer's part number is not
iteia-identifyihg and requires additional data.
The reference method encompasses the following two types of
identification
:
Type II . Includes items of supply representing single or multi-
ple items of production not describable by words and where the manufacturer
^Defense Supply Agency, An Introduction to the Federal Catalog System
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and his part number are the most satisfactory means of item identification.
T^pe IIA . Includes items of aupp.. a single, spec-
ified item of production, not describable by words, where the manufacturer
with his part number is the most satisfactory means of identification, but
wnere said number is not completely item-identifying without the addition of
words necessary to differentiate between multiple ciiaracteristies to wnica
he uas assigned the same n.uriber.
The vast number of items In the supply systems of the Federal Govern-*
ment and its world-wide scope of operations Make it impractical, if not
impossible, to manage these systems on an item-by-item basis. Tne Federal
Government has therefore developed a classification system whicn provides a
grouping arrangement that facilitates segmentation of similar material for
specialized management.
The Federal Supply Classification System, as developed in the Govern-
ment, establishes uniform commodity groups, and classes for- ail items. It
currently includes ft major families called FSC groups. Eacu of these 76
groups is assigned a two digit code. Since the two digit structure permits
99 groups, it oaa be seen space lias been left for anticix>ated exijonsion."*
As a further subdivision for management purposes, each two digit FSC
group is divided into classes. Each class is designated by an additional
two digits, thus making a four-diglx classification. For example, FSC group
67, Photographic Equipment and Supplies, is divided into the following five
classes.
^Defense Supply Agency, An Introduction to tiie Federaj. Catalog System,
(August, 1964), pp. cit*, p. 13.
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u710 - Cameras, Motion Picture
bT<& - Cameras, Still Picture
6730 - Photographic Projection Equipment
67*»0 - Photograpnic Developing and Finishing Equipment
6750 - Phototsraphic Supplies
There is a potential of 99 classes in each group. At present, bow-
1
ever, only i?66 classes have been established within tije 76 FSC groups.
An item may be classified either by what it is or by where it fits.
The term "application coding," refers to the classifying of an item accord-
ing to where it fits. This takes place, primarily, in machinery and equip-
ment areas. Classifying an item by "what it is," is sometimes called,
"commodity coding." No matter how it may be coded, each item in a supply
system which is identified under the Federal Catalog System is assigned to
one, and only one, four-digit class.
Having established the uniqueness of an item of supply through a Fed-
eral Item Identification, and assigned it to its proper FSC classification,
the item is then designated by a Federal Stock number. This number, like




The first four digits are the Foderai Supply Classification code num-
ber assigned tc the item, establishing its relationship to other items.
The remaining seven digits are a sequentially assigned serial number which
fixes tiie identity of a single item of supply. These last seven digits are
The Federal Catalog System in the Department of Defense, (September,
9) part I, op. cit., pp. 17-18.
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assigned to just one item of supply and are referred to as the Federal Item
Identification Number (FIIN). These are assigned as an identification is
approved and there is no relationship between one FUN and the next in
sequence numerically. This random aes-giuient Of FIINs has distinct advan-
tages. It permits assignment during routine processing without the necess-
ity of insuring that the number is in any particular class or group. Also,
when the status of an item changes, as in the transfer to a different class,
there is no need to change the FUN because it remains witn the item as long
as it exists in a supply system. The Federal Stock Number will change, if
the item is moved from one FSC class to another, but the last seven digits
(FIIN) of the stock number will never change. Under this system there are
9*999*999 FIINs available for use.
The Federal Catalog System, is designed to provide full-time protec-
tion to items manufactured by industry and stocked by military supply sys-
tems. The item of production of one manufacturer is not brought together
with that of another manufacturer as a single item of supply unless tlie
physical, functional, and performance characteristics of both are suitable
for use in all intended applications. Complete Federal item identifications
are predicated on thorough research and specific knowledge of operations on
applications of each item. Based on this research and knowledge, the inven-
tory manager who is responsible for the operation, performance and mainten-
ance of equipments, determines the item-of-supply concept and selects the
specific type of item identification method to he used.
Ttefenae Supply Agency, An Introduction to the Federal Catalog System,
(August 1^64) j 0£, ci-U, pp. U-12
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Almost all items of supply are related in sane way to one or acre
Manufacturers tr to some document auoh as a specificaticu, a standard or a
purcnass description. Manufacturer;:, la almtt all cases, identify
proftaetl lBJ a part number, a catalog number or a fetM&ag number. Likewise,
a majority of the items of supply covered by Government specifications, stan-
dards, etc., are identified wxtliin the document by ttyytj grade, class, BlC«
OV specific part number. Under the Federal Catalog System participati.
activities are required to submit witii an item identification all sucn num-
bers known to be related to the item cf supply, represented by the item
identification. 1 This is done regardless of the type of identification
used, 1'hese references, together with the identity of their source, are
recorded in the central catalog files at the Defense Logistics Services
Center. This establishes a broad base of data for determining the proper
relationship between items of produccion and items of supply.
As another method of protection for the item of supply, no modifica-
tion to approved description patterns or item names can be made until such
changes have been cheeked out with every interested cataloging activit,,
.
Tui.s insures tnat no cnanges are made to these vital cataloging tools With*
out the knowledge of all supply managers concerned •
To determine tne specific organizations viu.ch must be contacted during
such collaboration efforts, every activity uaving management or catalogi.
responsibility xor an item of supply, is required to report tnis fact to
the Defense Logistics Services Center, together with txie degree of responsi-
bility exercised and tne status of the item in its system. This information
i3 recorded in -the master catalog files for eaca identification.
%'ue Federal Catalog System in the Department of Defense, (September,
1959), part IV, 0%. cit., p. 2.
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The comwunication of cataloging information between various partici-
pating activities in the military services is accomplished through the use
of an BAM data transmission system as veil as with printed book-type cata-
logs.
The transmission of data between the cataloging offices and the
Defense Logistics Services Center is accomplished by using punched paper
tape and leased telephone lines. At the service cataloging office all data
necessary for the preparation of a complete item identification is printed
on the appropriate description patterns or EAM cards with special typewrit-
ers which simultaneously punch the identical information on paper tape.
This information is then converted into electrical impulses and transmitted
by telephone lines to the Defense Logistics Services Center or to other
cataloging activities. As the transmission is received, the electrical
impulses are converted back to punched paper tape. This tape is then used
to reconstruct identical description patterns or ISAM cards to those at the
originating activity.
This data system was established in 1959* It replaced the manual sys-
tem then In use and lias reduced item identification transmission and pro-
cessing time from approximately 3^ days to less than one week. It also
allows cataloging activities to communicate with each other and/or the
Defense Logistics Services Center on proposed changes to cataloging tools
(description patterns, item names, reference drawings, etc.). This rapid
communication facilitates timely collaboration and coordination among inter-
ested activities.
The printed book-type catalog is another means of communicating
^Federal Catalog System in the Department of Defense, (September,
1959)* part V, op. cit ., pp. 3-^.
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information in the Federal Catalog, System, It is not, however, used as
extensively as might be anticipated. The great number of items in the Sys-
tem, and the frequent additions, deletions and modifications which are made
to it every day, make the use of a single printed catalog highly impracti-
cal. For this reason the Federal Catalog is basically an EAM card catalog.
Bach single item identification is printed on an Gx5 card for descriptive
type identifications and on punched cards for the reference types.
The master file of all cards in the Federal System is maintained at
the Defense Logistics Services Center, Tailored decks of cards pertaining
to specific managing or cataloging activities are distributed through the
wire transmission sy3tera by the Defense Logistics Services Center. In other
words, each activity normally receives and maintains only those identifica-
tions for items in the FSC class in which it has cu± interest. Tixese cover
the items in their supply systems. 1
From these card catalogs, each activity obtains uniform identification
data for inclusion in its system and for use in the various publications
that it may choose to distribute.
The use of printed book-type catalogs for communicating data is the
responsibility of the various supply system managers -*nd they may design
their printed catalogs, stock lists, etc., Individually, to roeet specific
requirements •
The use of this type of combination card and printed catalog system is
considered effective and economical for the Federal System since it permits
arrangement of data in the format necessary for the various users in the
•^-Defense Supply Agency, An Introduction to the Federal Catalog System,
(August, 196*0, op. clt«, pp. 15-16.
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military services. At the same time, the use of common item identifications
guarantees a single identification language among the various systems.
Maintenance of Federal Catalog System
As was previously pointed out, the Federal Catalog System was imple-
mented in three phases. The development and conversion phases -were completed
in the Department of Defense in I958. At that time, the System entered the
"maintenance phase."1 This term is somewhat misleading, in that it implies
something static and unchanging. In the Federal Catalog System, however,
this particular phase is probably the most dynamic of the three which make
up the program.
To maintain this System, catalog data must be provided for all new
items as they are processed. Data must be revised as supply practices and
techniques change and identification information must be processed as items
drop out of the various supply systems. Above all, these services must be
provided at high speeds as required by the day-to-day operations of the
military supply managers. Since over a million items must be processed in
the maintenance phase of the system each year, the procedural steps which
are used are highly important.
The greatest percentage of current operational effort in the System
today involves the submission of item identifications for new items of
supply requiring assignment of Federal Stock Numbers. A review of the basic
steps involved reveal the importance of the concepts and principles pre-
viously discussed in this chapter, and place them in proper perspective as
regards actual cataloging work effort.
Mil j u.j „.j_ .IJ.JU.JLJ _L III. L J II - II I I II ' - I I I J' ' I . 1 - 'I I ''" '- - | - — - " - " - - " - *" - ''
iJ.S. of Representatives, Committee on Government Operations, Hearings
on the Federal Catalog Program, 83d Cong. 2nd Sess., (January l*i~26, 195*07
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When a new item is procured for repetitive use in a service supply
system the manager apprises the appropriate service cataloging office of
this fact and forwards to it all the necessary or available technical
information. Upon receipt of this data the concerned activity performs the
following processing steps: 1
1. Cataloging personnel conduct a technical review of the
available data and determine the proper item of supply concept. This then
is used in relating the various items of production, which may be applicable
to the item of supply being cataloged,
2. The method of item identification (descriptive or reference)
which should be used in describing the item of supply is determined by the
types of identification to be employed.
3. The item of supply is named classified and described using
the appropriate, approved cataloging tools and forms* (Item names, descrip-
tion patterns, reference drawings, etc..)
4. Completed item identifications are submitted via wire trans-
mission to the Defense Logistics Services Center fcr screening and assign-
ment of a Federal Stock Number.
Upon receipt of this data at the Defense Logistics Services Center it
is reproduced on the appropriate forms and punched cards. Reference and
2descriptive item identifications are separated for processing.
Items identified by the descriptive method are processed as follows:
1. The item name, description pattern and reference drawings
•kj.S. Department of Defense. The Defense Logistics Services Center,
Federal Manual for Supply Cataloging , Chapter k, "Operating Procedures,"
(September, 1962), Section kSO.
%!he Federal Catalog System in the Department of Defense, (September
,
1959) » Section III, op. cit., pp. 37-1&.
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are reviewed and verified to insure that they conform to those tools
approved for use in the system. Corrections or clarifications are requested
from the submitting activity vhere appropriate,
2. The Federal Supply Classification Code assigned to the pro-
posed item identification is verified for acceptability. If errors are
found in the Federal Supply Classification Codes corrective action may he
taken by the Defense Logistics Services Center or the submitting activity
will be contacted in cases where appropriate corrective action cannot be
determined*
3. The proposed item identification is reviewed against the
appropriate description pattern to insure that all requirements have been
met and that all replies are understandable and complete. Incomplete
replies, inconsistent with the description pattern requirements, may be
cause for rejection and return for corrective action to the submitting
activity,
4. When the Defense Logistics Services Center has established
that the submitted item identification has been correctly prepared, it is
screened against the item characteristics file to determine if duplication
exists. If it is found that the characteristics of this proposed item
duplicates those of an item already in the system, then the submitting
activity is advised of this fact and is directed to use the existing stock
number. If, however, the screening indicates that the proposed item identi-
fication is truly a new item of supply, a new Federal Stock Number is
assigned, the submitting activity is advised of the new number, and the
item identification is entered into the master catalog files.
Items identified by the reference method are handled somewhat
differently. The process is as follows:
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1. Proposed item identifications are reviewed for adequacy and
entirety.
2. The reference number contained in the proposed item identi-
fication is screened against reference numbers related to previously stock-
numbered item identifications. If one or more of the reference numbers
submitted with the proposed item identification matches reference numbers
related to an existing item identification, the submitted item identifica-
tion and the existing one are further compared to see if they represent the
same item or items of production and consequently the same item of supply.
In tlxe cases where matches are made, the Federal Stock Hutriber already
assigned is furnished the activity submitting the proposed item identifica-
tion.
3* If no matches are discovered or if matches are determined
invalid, the proposed item identification is considered to represent a new
item of supply and a Federal Stock Humber is therefore assigned and recorded
in the master files.
This description of the processing steps used in the submission of a
new item of supply for inclusion in the Federal Catalog System is typical of
the processing steps used for all types of submissions. It has been greatly
capsulized and simplified since any detailed description would literally
require several volumes. It does, however, indicate the effort which is
expended on a single transaction in order to eliminate duplication and
insure the integrity of the System. Multiplication of this one transaction
by 2,000 brings an approximation of the daily level of operations required
to maintain the System in a viable condition.
•hchis figure calculated on the basis of 2>0 working days per year and
600,000 submittals per year. GAO Report on the Federal Catalog System,
(1963), QP. cit., p. 3

Suszoary
This chapter attempted to describe the organizational structure,
responsibility assignments, concepts and procedures by which the Federal
Catalog System is administered in the Department of Defense. The treatment
was, of necessity, brief and attempted to cover only the more important
aspects of the system.
This chapter disclosed that policy determination for the System is the
responsibility of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations and
Logistics. He in turn, works closely with the Defense Supply Agency and
with the Military Services. Actual cataloging work is carried on directly
between the various service field cataloging offices and the Defense Logis-
tics Services Center. The cataloging offices prepare the detailed item
descriptions which are reviewed and processed into the central catalog file
by the Defense Logistics Services Center.
The System was designed on the premise that basic cataloging opera-
tions must consist of naming, describing, classifying, numbering and caisnun-
lcatlng item identification data to the ultimate users. The system designed
to implement these basic operations incorporates standardised techniques or
tools for item identification and an EAM wire transmission system for rapid
processing.
Attempts have been made to make the system flexible and responsive to
individual service requirements. To this end, the relationship between
items of production and items of supply are carefully controlled; both card-
type and book-type catalogs are used; and extensive collaboration among
cataloging activities is maintained.
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This then, is the System. In the next chapter what has been reviewed





As was pointed out in the earlier chapters, the idea of a Federal
Catalog System was conceived of military and economic necessity and repre-
sented the combined efforts of the country's top leaders. It was implemented
with the expectation that its successful utilization would produce military
and economic benefits of considerable magnitude* It was anticipated that
the utilization of a single identification language would: 1
1. Promote more effective coordination in procurement and
reduce service competition for critical items in the economy.
2. Eliminate concurrent buying and selling of the same item
different services.
3. Improve utilization of assets by facilitating the inter-
change of material among the military services.
k. Reduce the size of inventories where items are found to be
identical in a single system.
5« Increase standardization decisions by revealing the variety
of items in the various supply systems.
6. Promote more uniformity in financial accounting systems.
7- Improve government-industry relations by requiring contrac-
tors to use only one system of item identification.
"TJ.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Government Operations.
rth Intermediate Report on the Federal Catalog Prc^^am, Part 1, 82d Cong.,
is., (February 22, 195*0 * P« 9
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The founders of the Federal System recognised that cataloging, in
itself, could not effect the benefits outlined above unless effective use
was made of the catalog data in the military and civilian supply system*
To tiiis end, Congress, In the Defense Cataloging and Standardisation Act,
assigned to the Secretary of Defenae the responsibility for insuring maximum
utilisation of the Federal Catalog System in overall logistics -
Improvements
In response to this assignment, the Department of Defense has expended
tremendous effort over the last ten years to point out the potential bene-
fits of a common supply language and encourage its use wherever possible* A
MV&Hf of the numerous programs which have successfully utilised this cata-
log data indicates that the efforts of the Department of Defense have not
been in vain* Utilisation is so wide-spread that it is difficult to find a
logistics program in existence which does not employ this data* In fact,
utilisation lias spread so rapidly that it has crossed the perimeters of the
Department of Defense and now includes most of the civilian agencies as well
as all of the HAIC- nations.
The extent and success of catalog utilisation can best be evaluated by
eraaraining some of <&e more significant program areas where this common sup-
ply language has been used to effect management improvements,
Interservice Supply Support
The federal Catalog System has facilitated the exchange of material
between supply managers in the various military systems* This type of acti-
vity is referred to as "xntereervicing" and several formal programs have
•^Defense Catalo aA Standardisation Act, (JUl^




been Initiated In this area.
The Interservice Supply Support Program was established by the Depart-
ment of Defense in 1955 and is administered by a committee composed of the
Supply Managers of the military services. Physical cross servicing, as dir-
ected by toe Committee, is accomplished at depot and retail-users levels.
Literally hundreds of millions of dollars worth of material has been
exchanged in this manner.
The ability to utilize a common cataloging system is a virtual necess-
ity for complete success in this program.
Project "PLUS" is another interservicing program which depends heavily
on catalog data. It is a mechanized system for matching deficiencies in one
supply system against excesses in other systems. All items identified to a
Federal Stock Number during screening against the master catalog file at the
Defense Logistics Services Center are matched against the "PLUS" asset file
to locate items in long supply. The submitting activity is then notified of
those items found to be in long supply or in excess. The intended purpose of
"PLUS" is to achieve the best possible balance between stock levels of
Department of Defense Inventory Managers and to prevent concurrent buying and
selling.
In 1955* action was taken by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
countries to develop a single catalog system for all armed forces assigned
to JtoffiO.3 The objective of this progran is to provide a system whereby
ww»>W>iM»iii»»i»«w^^Mii« i pmii—» l l» l »Mi. ii i i»^w iiiiw« i«n .i n 1— > win i ' i w mi -iiiii iii iiiii— « i i.iww u i * 111 »!! » n . nwit .1 ii »i Hi—
—
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^Defense Supply Agency, An Introduction to the Federal Catalog System,





assets can be exchanged between participating nations during joint opera*
tions. The NATO member nations adopted the Federal Classification and Cata-
loging System as a basis for a NATO Item Identification System. Scheduled
meetings of participating nations are held to insure that greater uniformity
is attained in the application of the Federal Catalog System procedures to
the codification of equipment.
Integrated Supply Management
One reason for the establishment of the Department of Defense in 19V?
was to maice possible a reduction in total defense costs by eliminating unde-
sirable duplication in the supply activities of the military departments.
Since then a number of steps have been taken to integrate common supply
needs. All such steps have been predicated on the availability of the ceo*
mon supply language and classification system established by the Federal
Catalog System.
The first of these projects was the Single Department Procurement Pro*
gram which assigned certain common commodity groups to ox^ military service
for coordinated procurement of all Department of Defense requirements.
Next, the Single Managers were established. Under this concept, one
service had supply management responsibility for the needs of all services
In a given commodity area. Single managers were assigned for subsistence,
clothing, petroleum products and medical supplies.
In I96I the Defense Supply Agency was established to insure continued
progress in the integration of common supply activities. For its operating
T?he Federal Catalog System in the Department of Defense, (September,
1959) » Sect. VI., op. cit., pp. 3-4.
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arms in the field of logistics, the Defense Supply Agency established Defense
Supply Centers throughout the United States. These Centers absorbed the
existing Single Manager coxnaodity areas and added others, such as electronics
and construction equipment.
It is doubtful if any of the progress made in supply integration could
have been accomplished without the Federal Catalog System to provide the
information as to which classes and groups of items would be most susceptible
to this type of management.
Transportation
The military departments revised Freight Classification Guides to
utilise Federal Catalog data. To the extent possible, freight descriptions
assigned to identical Federal item identifications were compared and differ-
ences reconciled. In addition, uniform freight rates are disseminated by
the Defense Logistics Services Center through cataloging channels to facili-
2
tate the processing thereof and reduce publication costs.
Industrial Relations
Practically all items in the military supply systems are produced by
civilian industry. In many instances, civilian technicians are more familiar
with -toe characteristics of an item than are the milita^ people. Participa-
tion of industry in the Federal Catalog System is therefore essential to its
^Defense Supply Agency, An Introduction to the Federal Catalog System,




success. Procedures have been developed whereby industry can assist the
government by providing appropriate technical data or by actually performing
the item identification work where necessary. Industry, in turn, benefits
by having to deal with only one standardized set of regulations instead of
many different ones.
Item Entry Control
Unnecessarily large inventories increase operating costs, reduce the
mobility of operating forces and require excessive inventory investment* For
these reasons one of the principal objectives of the Department of Defense is
to reduce the number of items in the supply systems. This, however, is often
difficult primarily because a military inventory cannot remain static. The
weapon revolution has produced new items which enter the military inventories
each year, often at a faster rate than the obsolete items are phased out. So,
the task is one of purging unnecessary and duplicate items while preventing
p
some from entering the inventories. To this end, various projects have been
undertaken to eliminate, through simplification and standardization actions,
those duplications which exist in the military supply systems.
The Federal Catalog System was one of the first programs to accomplish
significant item reduction. Dearly a million items were eliminated from
service inventories during the conversion phase of the system (I956-I958).
ibid ., p. 23
Supply Management Reference Book, (June, 1958), op. cit.. pp. 5>; .
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This reduction was the result of the elimination of duplicate numbers on
identical items, removal of obsolete items and certain preliminary standard-
isation actions prior to converting to the Federal Stock Number. x
The Accelerated Item Reduction (AIR) Program was initiated by the
Department of Defense in 1958 and consisted of three phases or steps. These
were status coding of items, catalog cleanup, and inventory cleanup. This
program eliminated 198,000 items and proposed elimination of 270,000 more.2
Project SHAKEDOWN, under the monitor ship of the Defense Supply Agency,
vas initiated in 1961 to conduct a technical review of nine Federal Supply
Classes with tne objective of item reduction, disclosure of commonality,
Identification of intercaangeability and substitutability relationships,
improved item identification, increased utilization of the description
method of cataloging, and additional deletion of reference numbers to the
Federal Catalog file. To date, this program has eliminated some 50,000
items.
^
In addition to these programs, which were primarily concerned with
purging duplicate and unnecessary items from the systems, several others
have been initiated to then prevent reentry into the system.
The Provisioning Screening Program initiated procedures by which
identifications for new items of supply are screened against items already
listed in the supply system. This program provides part number screening
1 1 11 1 1 11 n 11 « i n 11 11 11 1 1 1 m 1 » 11. ju i. 1 11 I 1 1 n 11 1 1 1 1 1 1
•'"Catalog or Chaos?, (1959), op. cit., p. 6.
U.S. Department of Defense, Defense Supply Agency, PSA Technical Data





against the entire central file of reference numbers contained at the
Defense Logistics Services Center in order to identify those items already
in the supply system. This process takes place before the actual procure*
ment of the item and thus can prevent the procurement of items already in
lon^ supply and/or eliminate unnecessary item identification preparation. •**
Engineering Data Systems (KDS-OOO9) is a Department of Defense Stan*
uarc.iz&tion effort to provide design engineers with information on the char-
acteristics of items already in the supply systems. The objective is to
enccarage the eiigineer to utilize ctandard and existing items rather than to
design r.ev ones. The itea characteristics contained in the Federal Catalog
files are one of the principal sources of information used in this experi-
p
menrtil system.
The foregoing explanation of the major endec.vors undertaken within the
Itepurtoent of Defense to control the number of items in the supply systems
Indicates the degree of effort being expended in this area. The problem of
item entry control is becoming more important each day and the Federal Cata-
log System can expect to play an ever increasing role in its solution.
Effectiveness of Operations
Tlje programs described heretofore can all be considered as catalog*
related in that they depend heavily on the identification information gener*
ated by the Federal Catalog System for day-to-day operations. In fact, it
is questionable if any could have been initiated without the existence of a
^Defense Supply Agency, An Introduction to the Federal Catalog System,
(August 196*0, op. cit., p. 2h*
o
U.S. Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Supply and Logistics), EDS-0009, (October I963), p. 2.
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supply language such as that provided by the Federal Catalog System*
In general, these programs have attained a large degree of success
which is reflected by the fact that they have consistently generated savings
in supply management far in excess of any operational costs incurred; and
have continued to refine operating procedures to a point where they are now
in an advanced state of technology.
In view of the success of these programs it would appear logical to
conclude that the Federal Catalog System has also achieved a good deal of
success in its own operations. The validity of this statement is, of course,
based on the premise that the very nature of federal Cataloging requires
that it be Judged, vicariously, through the programs that it serves. The
catalog system is completely passive and can effect no supply management
improvements in its own nans. It can only provide the tools for improvement
to system managers for their use* Therefore, the success of the catalog
system must be measured In direct relation to the success of the catalog*
related operating program.
provides a fairly accurate measure of catalog effectiveness. However, one
Important point has been omitted. Each supply system manager has a number
of tools, in addition to cataloging data, available to him. For instance,
management techniques which employ financial information, supply demand
data, and mobilisation plans are used extensively in the control and coor-
dination of supply operations. The proper mix of these tools and the effec-
tiveness of the procedures developed for their use will Isave considerable
bearing on the success of the program. Therefore, in order to fairly eval-
uate the achievements of the Federal Catalog System, it is first necessary
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to determine the effectiveness of the catalog tools used In these programs*
In this regard, considerable effort has been expended In the last
several years by the General Accounting Office and the Department of Defense
to evaluate the effectiveness of the cataloging tools and procedures. The
results of these reviews Indicate several Important areas of deficiencies in
the Catalog System.
Program Deficiencies
In May. 1963, the General Accounting Office reported to Congress on
the results of a review conducted by that office on the operations of the
Federal Catalog System. In that report, the General Accounting Office
charged that the Federal Gatalez System KM deficient in that: 1 (l) the
continued assignment of two or more Federal Stock J&imbers (FSNs) to the same
items of supply has adversely affected supply operations; (2) the lack of a
system for Identifying interchangeable or substitutahle items caused pur-
chase of unnecessary items; and (3) the retention of inactive Federal Stock
numbers and the cataloging of items not recurrently used created unnecessary
administrative costs.
Of the three charges listed, the first appears to be the most impor-
tant to the Cataloging System and should be reviewed in some detail. The
second charge is of more concern to the Standardisation Program since that
program is responsible for developing substltutability and eaechangabllity
2






^-GAO Report on the Federal Catalog System, (May 31, I963), op. cit..
p. 6%
%upply Management Reference Book, (June, 1958), op. cit . f ^, 56*57.
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charge was acceptable as valid and as a result applicable retention criteria
and regulations governing the scope of items to be cataloged vere modified
to eliminate this deficiency. This then will not be discussed further
either.
In regard to tne assignment of multiple stock numbers to the same item
of supply, the General Accounting Office stated:
"The reliability of the Federal Catalog System as an effective
tool for accomplishing interservice supply support has been
seriously reduced because like items often bear different FSNs.
The assignment of two or more stock numbers to Identical supply
items has caused these items to appear in the inventory as though
they vere different. This has often prevented efficient use of
Department of Defense assets and caused unnecessary procurements
because of the availability of material for transfer within and
between services is determined mainly on the basis of FSKs, pre-
dicated on the premise that all activities use the same ESN for
a particular itom» H
The General Accounting Office further stated that their review had
disclosed that assigi^.ent of multiple Federal Stock Humbers to an item of
supply ma caused prrunariiy by (l) obtaining different stock numbers on the
basis of variations in the intended use of tae item, (2) excessive use of
the reference method of cataloging in lieu of adequately describing the
item, and (3) lack of criteria for the selection of a uniform identification
number as a reference designation in the cataloging process*
GAO maintained that under the "item of supply'1 concept current proce-
dures permit users to obtain different stock numbers for the same item,
on the basis of variations in the intended uses of the item and that these
restrictive criteria are often unwarranted.
1GAO Report on the Federal Catalog System, (May 31, I963), op. clt.,
p. 9-
20A0 Beport on the Federal Catalog System, (May 31, 1963), op. cit.,
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It was also pointed out that the reference method of item idertifica-
tion was supposed to be used only when description "by words MM impractical.
The General Accounting Office, however, Maintained that since it is HUtiflT
and faster for a mliita'-y user to h?.ve s. aew item cataloged by the reference
method because less detail is required, the military services, in reruesting
Federal Stock Number assignments, have used this method extensively. Fig-
ures 3 and k, which show tiie total number of submittals by both the des-
criptive and reference methods o^er the last several seers, substantiates
the General Accounting Office statement. The prevalent use of the reference
method has resulted in the assignment of different Federal Stock llur±>ers to
identical items. This is because, in screening new iteras against evicting
ones during the cataloging process, it is freqiasntly tepossible under the
reference method, to determine whether the lesne items have already been cata-
loged. On the other hand, items introduced to the sys es: under the descrip-
tive method, can be compared by physical and performance characteristics
with descriptions of existing items and assignment of isultiple stock numbers
to identical items reduced. Figures 5 and 6, which 3bcw the results of
centralized screening of reference and descriptive method submissions over
the last several years, indicates that descriptive screening is approxi-
mately l'f per cent more effective than reference screening in locatijng dup-
lication.
In addition, the General Accounting Office said that under the refer-
ence method of cataloging, existing procedures permit the use of a variety
of reference numbers to establish the identification of a supply iten.
Since different reference numbers will not match in the catalog screening
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To correct the deficiencies listed in the report, the General Account-
ing Office recGQsaended that the Department of Defense tighten up its regu-
lations concerning the "item of supply" concept, reference method identifi-
cations, and reference number criteria* It also recommended that the
Defense Logistics Services Center be given broader policing power over
service cataloging activities.
In reply to the General Accounting Office* s report, the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Installations and Logistics, advised that the mili-
tary departments basically concurred in their findings and would take
required corrective action. A Joint Military/Defense Supply Agency Ad hoc
Committee was established to review the Federal Catalog System and submit
recommendations for its improvement. After exhaustive research and review,
the committee, which had been named the Federal Catalog System Review Group,
presented its report to the services in February, I963.
In brief, the Review Group found tnat the system was fundamentally
sound and had been indispensable as a basis for improving integrated supply
management operations. It agreed with the General Accounting Office that
one of the major deficiencies was the frequent occasions tt duplicate stock
number assignments. It did not, however, agree tnat the cause of tnis pro-
blem was the lack of sufficient restrictive regulations and policing proce-
dures. The Review Group saw the problem in a much broader perspective.
The rapid advancement of modern weapons systems iias placed serious
pressures on tue services for prompt identifications of supply items. These
pressures have been aggravated by difficulties in acquiring technical data
nj.S. Department of Defense. The Defense Logistics Services Center,
Catalog Review Analysis and Modernization (September, I963) pp« 1-10.
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and test information from manufacturers and by continual engineering changes
during production. The Federal Catalog System, which had not been modern-
ized since I958, was finding it more and more difficult to respond in a
time-frame acceptable to the services. This situation, coupled vitn de-
creases in the staffing levels at trie cataloging offices, forced compromise
on rules and concepts thus creating tne condition reported by the General
Accounting Office,"1
The solution, as seen by the Review Group, was to completely modernize
and tighten up the System commensurate with the demands of modern technology.
To tu-t-s end they presented a proposed improvement plan for cataloging oper-
ations.
The size and comprehensiveness of the plan was impressive. It includ-
ed 31 recommendations which ranged all the way from minor changes in exist-
ing operating procedures to proposals which would require revisions of some
12,000 description patterns and would result in the redescription of about
p
3 million items of supply.
The total cost of the program and its ramifications has xusver been
fully priced-out but it has been estimated that it could run as high as 200
•a
million dollars • This then, would be the cost of correcting the deficien-
cies cited by the General Accounting Office, This projected high cost has
MM». IM> lWiH<»l»^i« IMI« .> ! Ill II ».. l 1 . m . 1 II 1 ll|l,HU» n . II II !»».—ill—! W i WIiH ^..MWWi » . . — IW « !!» — » I»» W H fc— »—
1Ibid. p. 1-15
2lbid
3u,S. Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Report




resulted in much resistance from the military services and implementation
to, Ml M l"~ accomplished. 1
Ix is questionable whether a program of this magnitude can he Justi-
fied oil the basis of its ability to reduce duplicate stock numbers by a fev
percentile. In fact, tne deficiency noted by the General Accounting Office
may well be a cost of doing business, undesirable, bat unavoidable.
This statement is not meant to imply that the recommendations of the
Catalog Review Group were without merit. On the contrary, when and if they
are accomplished, tae ability of the Federal Catalog System to respond to
the demands of an increasingly technical environment, will be greatly
emianced. Therefore, the proper perspective for these recommendations is
one which emphasizes future benefits rather than correction of past defi-
ciencies.
In light of these findings and recommendations, the original evalua-
tion of the Federal Cataloging System, which was based solely on its suc-
cessful application in supply management programs, must be somewhat revised*
It would now seem more accurate to say that the System has been highly suc-
cessful in the past, is presently adequately providing essential supply
support but must be modernized if it is to continue as an effective operat-





In this chapter tite "benefits envisioned by <A\e ffcMHAm of tlie Federal
Catalog System were compared with actual accomplishments realized by toe
System in twelve years of operation.
It was found that the Federal Catalog System is used extensively in
supply management operations and has become an integral part of the supply-
system of the Department of Defense. It iias bsen particularly effective in
facilitating integrated supply >ranagement where a high degree of cooperation
and coordination among the military services is necessary.
The effectiveness of the System, however, has been criticized by the
General Accounting Office and various elements within tiie Department of
Defense itself, on the grounds that System procedures fail to insure identi-
fication of duplicate items of supply*
The cost of correcting this deficiency appears to be quite large in
relation to the seriousness of the problem and therefore there i3 same
question as to whether or not a corrective program saouid be undertaken at
this time.
The pressures of an Increasingly technical and mechanised supply
system indicate that considerable modernisation of tue Federal Catalog
System will "be necessary in the near future if it is to continue to provide
essential services. To this end, several improvement programs have been




The review and analysis of the Federal Catalog System is, at this
point, essentially complete* Before developing any final conclusions how-
ever * as to the System's value and effectiveness, it would seem worthwhile
to "briefly review the information that has been presented.
System In Retrospect
In 1952, the Secretary of Defense was directed by Congress to develop
a single cataloging system within the Department of Defense. This system
was to provide procedures for naming, describing, classifying, and numbering
each item that was repetitively used, purchased, stocked or distributed
within the Department of Defense, so that onl,; one distinctive combination
of numerals would identify the same item no matter where it was used. From
that day on, the Federal Catalog System was, by law, the uniform language of
supply for the Federal Government.
Prior to the establishment of this System, each military service used
its own system for classifying or identifying items. During World War, II,
this situation created chaos in the supply pipelines of the military and
cost the country millions of dollars. The Federal Catalog System was thus
created to insure that this situation would not be repeated.





The Federal Catalog System, as designed, by the Secretary of Defense,
operates on the premise of decentralized cataloging by military activities
and civilian agencies in the field. Central control is exercised by the
Department of Defense in coordination with the General Services Administra-
tion.
Within the Department of Defense, the Defense Supply Agency is respon-
sible for cataloging policy guidance, while operational control is the pro-
vince of the Defense Logistics Services Center. Operational control consists
of the central processing of item identifications submitted by the services,
the assigning of Federal Stock Numbers to supply items, and the maintaining
of complete master files on all item identification data.
Cataloging operations in the Federal Government, include the selection
of item names, the preparation of item identifications, the establishment of
supply classification and -the assignment of item identification numbers.
Item identifications can be developed in two ways; by the descriptive
method or by the reference method. The descriptive method uses words to
describe the characteristics of the item, while the reference method cites
manufacturers parts numbers, drawing numbers, etc*. The descriptive method
provides a better basis for screening duplications and is therefore the more
desirable one. Regulations aUow the use of the reference method only when
it is impractical to describe the item in words.
The identity of each item in the Catalog System is established through
the assignment of a distinctive 11-digit Federal Stock Itumber. The first
two digits of the stock number indicate the specific supply group with which
the item is associated. The next two digits separate ite .3 into less
general catagories which are known as Federal Supply Classes. The remaining
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digits are serial numbers which signify the particular identity of the
item. Tiie system is oo constructed tiiat no two serial numbers are ever the
Transmission of catalog data among service cataloging activities and
the Defense Logistics Services Center is accomplished through a system of EAM
punched cards and leased telephone lines* The catalog information furnished
by the Defense Logistics Center is in the form of SAM cards since that organ-
ization publishes no book type catalogs* Within certain broad limitations,
the design and publication of catalogs, stock lists, etc., is the prerogative
of the individual supply system managers. Under this metuod, the catalogs
used by various consumers can be adapted to meet individual need3.
The federal Catalog System provides both military advantages and econo-
mic benefits of great magnitude. For this reason there lias been general
acceptance of the data provided by the System and its use is so wide-spread
that it is difficult to locate a functional area where it cannot be found.
Of particular significance, is its utilization in management improvement
areas such as, Interservice Supply Support, Standardization, Integrated
Supply Management, Item Entry Control, etc..
Critics of the System point out that it is not as effective as it
might be as regards identifying duplications of items and also that it lias
lagged behind other programs in its use of refined Electronic Data Processing
techniques. As a result of this, several comprehensive improvement plans




The Federal Catalog is essentially an information system that provides
data concerning the identity of items listed in the inventories of the
various supply systems. Like all data systems it is a tool of management
and, like all tools, it must "be used properly in order to be effective.
The Federal Catalog System supplies the tools necessary to facilitate
the work of supply management and provides it with benefits of considerable
Magnitude. Tnis fact is evident in the successful application of Catalog
data to the function*, i areas of inventory management, standardization, inter-
servicing, and the like.
The revolution of Electronic Data Processing has overtaken the Federal
Catalog's punehed-card/wire-transciission system. Since modern supply mana«»
gers, with their advanced computers, want information in micro seconds rather
than in hours, the Catalog 3ystem must he imbued with modern procedures which
will keep it abreast of this advancing technology.
The required modernization program will be expensive out the "benefits
which will accrue to the users of the Federal Catalog System, in terms of
more accurate and timely data, should far outweigh the costs incurred.
Each military service will, however, he inclined to resist this program
unless the significant costs involved are fully funded. To avoid this resis-
tance all implementation schedules nast be carefully coordinated with the
services to insure adequate recognition of the time frame necessary for pro~
per "budgeting and programming.
The Federal Catalog System was the first managemen&-improvement program
undertaken in the Department of Defense and witn continued good management,




The following publications are necessary to establish and isaintain
the Federal Catalog System* They are available by subscription froo tue
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
Federal Manual for Supply Cataloging .
i'.aiea for t; 5 uniform identification and classification of items
of supply and detuiled operating instructions for the preparation and
submittal of uniform catalog data are contained in the Federal Manual
for Supply Cataloging. This is the basic operating manual for the
Federal Catalog System consisting of the following:
Chapter 2, Item Identification (Cataloging Manual M 1-2 ) .
Basic policies, principles, and methods for identifying items in
the Federal Catalog System, with rules governing preparation of word
descriptions of items.
Chapter 3» Supply Classificat: m (Cataloging Manual M 1-3) »
Basic policies, principles and rules for the classification
system and for classifying items identified in the Federal Catalog
System.
Chapter K, Operating Procedures (Cataloging Manual M 1-4)
.
Operating procedures for the submittal of all types of identifi-
cation data in the Federal Catalog System.
Chapter 6, Operating Forms (Cataloging Manual M 1-6).
Instructions and forms for the preparation of ail types of iden-
tification data for submittal in the Federal Catalog System.
Chapter 7* Format and Content (Cataloging Manual M 1-7 ) •
tablisiiing objectives, principles, and responsibilities related
to the publication of the Department of Defense (Dop) Section of t>ve
Federal Supply Catalog. Provides instructions regarding content,
numbering, and the physical arrangement of the catalog.
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Federal Item Identification Guides for Supply Cataloging Handbooks .
The item names, description patterns and reference drawings
approved for use "by government activities in preparing item identifica-
tions for inclusion in the Federal Catalog 3ysten are published in tue
Federal Item Identification Guides for Supply Cataloging,
Part I j Alpliabetic and tumeric Indexes (Cataloging Handbook H 6-1)
.
Section A, an alphabetic index of names and definitions applica-
ble to items identified in the Federal Catalog System.
Section B, a numeric index of description patterns, with each
pattern referenced to applicable item names, reference drawings and
item name codes.
Section C, a list of abbreviations and symbols approved for use
in preparing descriptive type item identifications for inclusion in the
Federal Catalog System.
Part II, Description Patterns (Cataloging Handbook H 6-2 ).
Description patterns with applicable indexes published in ten
sections designated as Sections A through J. Section A includes a
cross-reference index of reference drawing groups to description pat-
terns.
Part III, Reference Drawing Groups (Cataloging Handbook H 6-3)
.
Reference drawing groups with applicable indexes published in ten
sections designated as Sections A through J. These sections coincide




Txie Federal Supply Classification (F3C) and its indexes have
been developed and adapted bj the Department of Defense for rise in
classifying items of supply identified in the Federal Catalog System
consisting of the following:
Part 1, Groups and Classes (Cataloging handbook h 2-l).
The structure of the FSC showing the groups and closes in the
anangement of the four-digit code numbering system.
Part 2, Kumeric Index of Classes (Cataloging Handbook II 2-2 )
.
A listing of names of items and commodities, arranged alphabeti-
cally within FSC classes.
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Part 3, Alphabetic Index (Cataloging Handbook H 2*3) .
An alphabetic index of all names of items included in Part 2 of
tue FSC, with each name referenced to the applicable ISC class code
number.
Federal Supply Code for Manufacturers Handbooks .
This is the nonsignificant 5-digit code which is assigned to
manufacturers who provide items used b;y the military departmients.
This code is used in supply management and utlier functions within tae
Department of Defense wiiere a numeric code for the naraes of inanufactur-
ers is required. These codes are published in the following Handbooks;
flame to Code (Cataloging Handbook H 4-1) (United States & Canada ),.
An alphabetic listing of the names of manufacturers, with each
name referenced to the applicable 5-digit code.
Code to Name (Cataloging Handbook H 4-2) (United States & Canada )
•
A numerical listing of the nonsignificant 5**61git code, with
each code referenced to the manufacturer to whom it has been assigned.
Federal Supply Code for 2-fcmufacturers (Cataloging Handbook H 4-3 )
(excluding the United States & Canada' )
.
Includes only codes assigned to manufacturers outside of the
United States and Canada, consisting of tiiree sections:
Section A - An alphabetic listing of the names of manufacturers, with
each name referenced to the alphabetic nonsignificant 5-digit
numeric and/or 5-symbol (HASK)) codes.
Section B - A numeric listing of the nonsignificant 5-dlgit codes,
with each code referenced to the aftsu&urfcurfer to whom It has
been assigned, and tc its related 5-8ymbol (MDO) code, if any.
Section C - An alphanumeric listing of the nonsignificant 5-syi:fcol
(NATO) codes, with each code referenced to the manufacturer to






U.S. Congress, Defense Cataloging and Standardization Act. Public Law 436,
-hid. Cong., 2d. Sess., 1952, July 1, 1^52
«
U.S. Department of Defense, The Armed Forces Supply Support Center.
Federal Manual for Supply Cataloging j Chapter 2, Item Identificati-, .
July, I96I.
U.S. Department of Defense. The Arxaed Forces Supply Support Center, The
Federal Catalog Svstezn in the Departoent of Defense t September, 1^59.
U.S. Department of Defense. She Defense Logistics Services Center. Federal
Manual for Supply Cataloging < Chapter k t Operating Procedures » Septera-
ber, I962.
U.S. Deparfaaent of Defense. Defense Logistics Cervices Center. MEO
Advanced Codification Course at tne Defense Logistics Services Center,
Vol. i. April, I9u4.
U.S. Departraent of Defense. Defense Supply Agency. An Introduction to the
Federal Catalog System . August, 1964.
U.S. DepartEient of Defense. Defense Supply Agency. Department of Defense
Engineering Data Betrieval Plan . April, 1964.
U.S. Departoent of Defense. Defense Supply Agency. PSA Technical Data
Systea Development Program, Project TD3 Itera Entry Control : October
U.S. Department of Defense. Office of the Assistant Secretary for Installa-
tions and Logistics. POD Directive 4130-2 • December 4, I963. Subj;
Development Maintenance and Utilization of the Federal Catalog Systen
in the Department of Defense.
U.S. Department of Defense. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Supply and Logistics). BPS-0Q09 . October, 1963.
U.S. Department of Defense. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Supply and Logistics. Supply frlanageaient Preference Book . June,
1958.
U.S. Departaient of Defense. Standard Guides for preparation cf Iteta Xdenti*





U.S. Department of Defense, The Munitions Board. Introduction to the
Federal Catalc^irw , ..-.ram . May, 1950 •
U.S. House of Representatives. Committee on Government Operations. Bi^hto
Intermediate Eepoi-t on t^e Federal Catalog Program. Part I. 82d Cong.,
2d Sess., February 22, 1954.
U.S. House of Bepresentativec. Committee on Government Operations, Hearinga
on the Federal Catalog; Program . 83d Cong. 2d Sess., January 14, 15, 21,
U.S. House of Representatives. Committee on Expenditures in the Executive
Departments. Hearing on toe Federal Catalog Program, 02d Cong., 2nd
3es3., January £0, 1;)>~.
U.S. Kavy Department. Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. Report on Staff
Study of Catalog Belated POD/PSA Improvement Programs * May, 23, 1964.
U.S. Kavy Department. Office of the Secretary. SECHaV Instruction 4410 .
lgB . March 18, 1964.
U.S. Havy Department. Oft"ice of the Secretary. SECKAV Instruction 4410.10 .
May 12, 1964.
Horth Atlantic Treaty 0i ,Uon. Technical Secretariat on Codificatic
of Equipment. I^ndbook on Codification of Equipment . July, I964.
U.S. Senate, Committee on the Armed Services. Hearing on the Defense Cata-
loging and Standardisation Act . 02nd Cong., 2nd. Sess., June 3-4, 1952.
Articles and Periodicals
"Catalog or Chaos?" The Quarter Master Reviey Supplement , 1959*
'•Technical Identification Elements of Supply Cataloging" MBCA Hewsietter,
Vol. I, No. 2 (Munitions Board Cataloging Agency, September 25, 1950).
Reports
Munitions Board and General Services Administration. Joint Report to Con-
gress on the Federal Catalog Program . august, 1950.
The Commission on Organisation of the Executive Branca of the Government.




The Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government
Task Force Report on the Federal Supply System . Appendix B. January
13, 19^9.
U.S. Controller General. Draft Report on Unnecessary Costs Resulting From
the Failure to Promptly Record Decisions to Eliminate Unneeded Items
from the Supply Sj'StemT October 19, 1964.
U.S. Comptroller General. Report to the Congress of the United States on
the Ineffective Utilization of Supply Iteas Resulting from Deficiencies
in the Federal Catalog System within the Department of Defense.
Report No. B-1^773, May 31, 1963.
U.S. Comptroller General. Report to the Congress of the United States on
tljte Lach of Progress under the Defense Standard!mtion Program Result-
in& in Unnecessary Procureaeirfc mad Supply Management Costs for Slec-
tronic Items . Report No. B-133313T September, 1964.
U.S. Department of Deieiise. The Defense Logistics Services Center. Catalog
Review Analysis and Modernization . September, 1963.
U.S. Department of Defense. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Installations and Logistics. Twenty-Third Semi annual Report on
the Department of Defense Cataloging and Standardization Programs.
January 29, 1^54.
Other Sources
U.S. Department of Defeiise, Defense Supply Agency. Personal interviews
with the Director ard Assistant Director of the Cataloging Division,,
Directorate of Legists Services. March 10, l^Sh.
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